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Getting Started...

“Great Romance, Great Sex, Great Products!”

Let’s Get Started Kit
Our Beginners play package has everything 

you need to get started. Includes our popular 

Chocolate Pen Writers in chocolate and 

strawberry, 2oz of our Slick and Silly 

lube, Happy Head in the hottest 

flavor, raspberry, as well as a 

Love Mitt and Silky soft massage 

oil. When you’re ready to get wet, 

we have our Foreplay Bath Set 

complete with waterproof suggestion 

cards, and our super mini is sure to 

bring in a little buzz where you need 

it. Also included is our Silky Stud vibe, Hummdinger and Pink Feather Boa to tickle any fancy. To top it all 

off we have included our Just In Case condom.. Just in case you get lucky!

#LGS $99

Helping women in many ways, please 

join with us October 18th, 2008 

as we celebrate our commitment to 

Passionately Pink for the Cure. Your 

local Party Gals Romance Specialist, 

along with Party Gals across the 

country will be hosting exciting events for 

this wonderful cause.

1-800-621-4841

PARTY GALS Host Your Own Party Today!
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Body Kiss
Lavish your self in the ultimate moisturizer. Luscious 
strawberry or orange scented and flavored crème is 
so soft and leaves you so smooth.  Body Kiss is so 
delicious you wont be able to keep him away. Comes 
in 4 oz. tube. 

#BKS, Strawberry $12
#BKO, Orange $12

NEW!

NEW!

Feel the Love!

Subtle Pleasures
Water soluble cream with 
exotic shea butter and vitamin 
E. This edible and tingly 
experience will take you to the 
stars and beyond! 1oz. jar!

#SPS, Strawberry $9

Makin’ Whoopee
This delicious enhancement 
cream creates an intense 
love making experience by 
making him last longer so 
she can get where she is 
going first! Enriched with 
vitamin E and exotic cocoa 
butter. Makin’ Whoopee will 
never be the same! 1oz. jar. 

#MWM, Mint  $9.50

Play Clean
Play Clean is the safest way to keep your toys clean. Caring for your toys is as simple 

as spraying a little Play Clean on the surface and wiping it off with a dry or slightly 
damp towel. Play Clean effectively kills bacteria and other germs with a special 

formula that’s safe for all adult toys. Finally, an easy and economical way to keep 
your toys looking, feeling and operating like new!

     #PCTC $12

Feel the Love 
Pheromone Cologne
Pheromones are nature’s perfect gift 
as an attractor of the opposite sex - an 
aphrodisiac like no other. Pheromones will 
react with your own body chemistry and 
unlock that animalistic sexual desire in 
your partner. Includes FREE pouch!

#FTLPC  $20

NEW!

PARTY GALS

WWW.PARTYGALS.COM

Become a Romance Specialist!
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Tasty Sinsations!
Nuki Sampler
Try six of these fabulous flavors in one set. 
Small enough to travel with. Reclosable. 
Six assorted flavors in 1 oz bottles.

#NSM10 $20 

Nipplicious
Stimulate your nipples to wild excitement with this 
tangy, tasty nipple arouser. Spread it on, let your 
partner lick it off!

#NLB, Banana $9.50
#NLR, Raspberry $9.50
#NLW, Watermelon  $9.50
#NLS, Strawberry $9.50

Nuki Lotions
This famous lotion gets warm when you rub it 
on... and hot when you blow on it!

#WN, Wata-Nuki is Watermelon (4 oz) $8
#NN, Nilla-Nuki is Va nil la (4 oz) $8
#BN, Beri-Nuki is Rasp ber ry (4 oz) $8
#CN, Cinna-Nuki is Cin na mon (4 oz) $8
#PN, Peach-Nuki (4 oz) $8
#KN, Coconut-Nuki (4 oz) $8
#AN, Apple-Nuki (4 oz) $8
#BTN, Butter-Nuki (4 oz) $8

2 NEW
TASTY 

FLAVORS!

Nipple Nibblers
When all you need is a little nibble! This conveniently 
portable pot gives your nipples and your partner’s lips a 
deliciously tasty tingle!

#NNW, Watermelon $6
#NNS, Strawberry $6
#NNR, Raspberry $6

NEW!

NEW!

Mystic Bliss
This sensational feminine response 
cream is tasty and extremely 
intensifying. Ladies use this and 
let him drive you wild. A famous 
leading man used this secret 
ingredient to drive his leading ladies 
into his arms, time and time again. 
Available in 2 flavors in 2 oz. jars.

#MBM, Mint $10
#MBS, Strawberry $10

Sweeten’d Blow 
Great for that particular 
oral favor. Helps take 
away the gagging reflex. 
Available in 2 tasty flavors!

#SNB, Watermelon .$13
#SNBR, Raspberry  $13

1-800-621-4841

PARTY GALS Host Your Own Party Today!
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Angel, Fairy & Devil Dust 
These lickable and shimmering body dusts pack 
a sinfully yummy taste. Pamper your partner's 
erogenous zone with the included feather! 
Available in 4 oz jars in the following flavors:

#HAD, Angel Dust (Honey) $19
#BFD, Fairy Dust (Berry) $19
#CD, Devil Dust (Cinnamon) $19

Up-N-Coming
These spe cial ly for mu lat ed lickable lotions 
with sen si tiz ers for HIM dou ble as all-over 
flavored body massage lotions. Five delicious 
flavors to choose from in 8 oz. bottles.

#UCC, Cherry  $13
#UCV, Vanilla $13
#UCPC, Pina Colada $13
#UCMO, Mango/Orange $13
#UCM, Mint $13

Nipple Nuki Drops
These liquid drops when applied 
will leave a tasty trail anywhere 
you like. Choose your flavors in 
these 1 oz. bottles.

#NNDS, Strawberry $6
#NNDM, Mint $6
#NNDCH, Chocolate $6

Up-N-Coming Sampler
Sampler pack in 6 assorted flavors, each in 
1 oz bottles.

#UC15 $20

TOP
SELLE

R

Happy Head
Now you have the secret to obtaining erotic oral 
sensations in the bedroom. Happy Head is “specially 
formulated” to give you an extra tasty boost for an 
ultimate oral pleasure.

#HHR, Raspberry  $7
#HHPF, Passion Fruit  $7

PARTY GALS

WWW.PARTYGALS.COM

Become a Romance Specialist!
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Tasty Sinsations!more...

Forever Yours
A special flavored delay 
cream made with the finest 
ingredients and designed to 
help lovemaking last a little 
longer. Comes in 2 oz. jars.

#FYPF, Passion Fruit $9
#FYM, Mint $9

Liquer Wish
Luscious scented and fla vored cream 
is soft and smooth. Con tains special 
sen si tiz ers for HER to in ten si fy and 
height en feelings. 1oz. jars:

#LWM, Creme de Menthe $8
#LWPC, Pina Colada $8
#LWS, Strawberry Daiquiri $8
#LWR, Raspberry Cheesecake $8

Lickity Delight Edible Candles
Heat up your passion and those special evenings with these 
lickable and edible candles! Have a tasty, lickable romantic 
evening with these fragrant candles.  Available in sensual 
Cherry and Chocolate flavors.

#LDC, Cherry  $21
#LDCH, Chocolate  $21
#LDS, Sex On The Beach $21
#LDFN, Fuzzy Navel  $21

Chocolate Delight Set
This tasty set is for the chef at heart. For an after 
dinner dessert, instead of filling up on ice cream 
and cake, open a jar, offer the paint brush, and 
announce softly “Dessert’s on me.”

#CDS $24

Chocolate Pen Writers
Body chocolate makes a great gift for your romantic partner 
or it can be a thoughtful, yet risque, wedding or anniversary 
gift. Use this like a pen to draw words, symbols or any artistic 
designs and what you do after that is up to you! Lick it and 
love it all over. Comes with chocolate and strawberry flavors!

#CPW $13

NEW!
NEW!

1-800-621-4841

PARTY GALS Host Your Own Party Today!
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Tidying Up
Pleasure Wipes Tub
Before and after love...Pleasure Wipes™ are the perfect choice for 
intimate cleansing. Our unique formula will leave you feeling clean 
and refreshed. Cheaper by the tub! Includes 25 wipes!  Convenient 
and disposable. Safely cleans body fluids and today’s lubricants. 
Soft, clean scent and alcohol-free. 25 8” x 9” scented wipes.

#PWST, Strawberry $14
#PWMT, Mango $14
#PWVT, Vanilla $14

Silky Sheets with pheromones
Spray it on your sheets for the instant elegance of 
satin -- or use it on the body for a silky-smooth 
feeling -- or, spray it in the air for a romantic scent. 
Available in the following scents (4 oz.):

#SSB, Botanical Breeze $14
#SSR, Spring Rain  $14
#SSPB, Pear Blossom $14
#SSVF, Vanilla Fields  $14
#SSPLUM, Plumeria  $14
#SSMM, Mystical Musk $14
#SSOM, Orange Mango $14

Silly Suds
This toy cleaner makes safe and clean fun an easy chore.  
Spray on and wipe off.  We recommend using Silly Suds Toy 
Cleaner before and after each use to  keep your toys like new.

#SIL, 4oz. $7.50

Pleasure Wipes Indviduals 
Individually-packaged for your convenience.

#PWIS, Strawberry $3
#PWIV, Vanilla $3
#PWIM, Mango $3

PARTY GALS

WWW.PARTYGALS.COM

Become a Romance Specialist!
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Lotions & Potions

Tickle His Pickle
When all you desire is 
right here in your hand. 
Stroke on this cream, rich in 
aromatherapeutic botanicals, 
until well-lubed -- Tickle His 
Pickle”... it’s a dilly!

#THPC, 4 oz $16

Tickle His 
Pickle Book
Your hands on guide to 
pleasing! Over 50 sizzling 
techniques to master oral 
and hand love making.

#THP $17

Body Glitter Glo
Thinly apply glitter with fingertips to any 
exposed part of the body, including 
shoulders, ams, legs, face and hair. This 
will add a shimmering sparkle to your 
body, that even glows in the dark!

#BGGLO $9.50

GREAT
COMBO!

For Ladies Only Pheromone Oil
This beautifully scented floral oil acts directly on the brains 
sex center to heighten sexual arousal, but at a level below 
the threshold of awareness. This is a totally different, 
remarkably unique oil that is designed to attract and entice. 
Also great to layer with your favorite fragrance. 

#FLSM, .5 oz Roll-on $22
#FL, 1 oz Spray  $35

Joy Spot
This pleasently scented 
female response spray 
contains pheromones 
and is perfect for getting 
a bit of tingle and an 
incredible slippery when 
wet feeling!

#JS, 4 oz $10

TOP
SELLER

Girly Candy
Party Gals presents a unique lip and nipple 
gloss. Use it on your lips to entice him, and 
apply to the nipple to really get him going. 
Creates a warm fuzzy feeling when applied.

#SLWMP, Whipped Cream $18
#SLCCP, Cotton Candy $18
#SLPCP, Pina Colada $18
#SLCP, Cinnabun  $18
#SLRP, Raspberry  $18
#SLSP, Strawberry  $18

1-800-621-4841

PARTY GALS Host Your Own Party Today!
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Fuzzi Wuzzi
This conditioning shave cream is designed to soften the 
hair for a smooth shave with less irritation and is gen tle 
on all areas of the body. Doubles as a mois tur iz ing hair 
conditioner. Available in the following scents and sizes!

8 oz. Size!
#FW8, Original $12
#FWSS8, Silky Soft $12
#FWC8, Citrus $12
#FWA8, Juicy Apple $12

16 oz. Size!
#FW16, Original $20
#FWSS16, Silky Soft $20
#FWC16, Citrus $20
#FWA16, Juicy Apple $20

Hot Legs Invigorating Leg Gel
For instant relief of tired legs! It’s a virtual leg 
massage in a bottle. Smooth it over legs to increase 
circulation and help diminish the appearance of 
cellulite.

#HL, 8 oz $15

TOP
SELLER

No more  
nicks, cuts

and abrasions!

Body Serum
Over time, skin becomes prone to discoloration, blotchiness, spider veins, age 
spots and sun damage.  Anti-Aging Hydrating Body Serum contains ingredients that 
boosts skin’s ability to repair the visible effects of aging, aiding in the prevention 
of future damage. Powerful actives eliminate the accumulated signs of excessive 
damage to skin. With continued use, this serum dramatically restores a youthful 
clarity, smoothness, suppleness and luminous glow to the skin.

#BS $15

Body Dew 
Pheromone
Enjoy radiant, soft, silky 
skin! This Body Dew 
Pheromone after-bath oil 
mist awakens the senses 
and revitalizes the body. 
Because it is formulated 
with pheromones, bask in 
sex appeal!

#BDP, 8 oz $16

PARTY GALS

WWW.PARTYGALS.COM

Become a Romance Specialist!
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Lotions & Potions

Vazoplex
Vazoplex helps eliminate many female problems including 
vaginal dryness, loss or lack of libido, arousal and orgasm. 
When Vazoplex is applied, this patent pending formula has 
active ingredients that will begin to improve cellular function, 
will increase vaginal secretions and relieve vaginal dryness. 

#VZ, 4ml tube $9.95
#VZ3, 3pk box $15

Platinum Lubricant
PLATINUM™ Personal Silicone Lubricant from Slick & Silly will be your lifetime companion! 
It’s safe to use, non-Toxic, waterless (does not promote bacteria growth), and never sticky 
or tacky! This wonder substance is also non-staining, odorless, tasteless, non-allergenic, 
and vitamin E & latex -friendly! Finished product not animal tested. Discontinue use if 
irritation occurs. DO NOT USE WITH ANY OTHER SILICONE PRODUCTS.

#PPS, 2.5oz. $15

Love Motion #9
Spend a few minutes enjoying 
foreplay and you will immediately 
notice a warm and throbbing 
sensation! This amazing female 
stimulator rushes blood to your 
most sensitive area, making it 
easier to reach orgasm.  Not 
meant to be used as a lubricant. 

#LM91, 1 oz.  $12
#LM9, 2 oz.  $20
#LM98, 8 oz. .$29.95

Slick & Silly
Get the ultimate enjoyment out 
of any experience!  This unique 
liquid enhances the pleasures 
of contact again and again. 
Slick & Silly is water soluble, 
tasteless, non-greasy and is 
perfect for watersports!

#SS2, 2 oz $8
#SS8, 8 oz $13
#SS16, 16 oz $20

TOP
SELLERSapphire

A scented pheromone cologne which gives 
you a designer’s approach to seduction and 
atraction with amazingly, positive results!  
Stores away nicely in purse .

#SAPPS, Purse Sprayer $19.95

1-800-621-4841

PARTY GALS Host Your Own Party Today!
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Bachelorette Party Banner
Get the party started with this 9 foot long party banner. 
Flexable and sturdy and will easily hang in any room.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Bachelorette Party Chest
An assortment of our best products for that perfect 
bachelorette party. Comes in a lovely rose covered chest.

#BPC2008 Regularly  $212
Bridal Season Pricing!  $149

Bachelorette Party Bag
Have some silly fun at your next 
bachelorette party with this little bag of 
goodies. Bag includes Bachelorett’s Bar 
Challenge cards, Party Dice and Diamond 
Ring Shotglass. Let the party begin!

#BPB $17

Micro Mini Jacket & Long 
Gown with Thong
[pictured above]

$pecial Order & Pricing Only!

Bridal Thong
The perfect little panty for your special day! (#BTL)

$pecial Order Pricing!NEW!

NEW!

PARTY GALS

WWW.PARTYGALS.COM

Become a Romance Specialist!
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NEW!

Edible Thong
Tame his taste buds passionately with 
Chocolate and Strawberry edible thong. You’ll 
melt in his mouth, not his hands.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Edible Undies
Edible Undies are made out of the same thing as 
fruit roll-ups, so they are not to be used with your 
best white sheets on the bed!  They tie on the side 
for easy fit and are very messy. Great motel item!

$pecial Order Pricing!

Tickler Bracelet
On your wrist, ankle or in your 
hair, the Tickler Bracelet is a 
seductive accessory day or 
night! The Tickler is a playful 
seductive accessory night or 
day. You can wear it on your 
ankle, wrist or even in your hair. 
The possibilities are endless.

#TB $15
Edible Coconut Pasties
You can bring back the romance from 
your honeymoon anytime!

$pecial Order Pricing!

NEW!

Edible Beer Pasties
What is better than beer and 
boobies?

$pecial Order Pricing!

NEW!

Naughty Ballons
Wow! These get BIGGER with just a blow! 
Great decorations for your next party! 
Available in assorted colors. Pack of 6.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Sexy Tooth Picks
Assorted sexual positions. 
Package of 12.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Male Nude Cards
These nude playing cards can 
be quite the conversation piece 
of any bachelorette party.

#MNC $12.50

Light Up Dice
Light up your love life with 
these flashing thoughts!

$pecial Order Pricing!

NEW!

Tempt 
& Tickle
Trace the contours 
of your lovers body 
with a tickler (or 
two) until you find 
their special “tickle 
zone.”

#TNT $19.50

NEW!

1-800-621-4841

PARTY GALS Host Your Own Party Today!
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NEW!

Novelty Towels
Make it fun afterwards too 
with these novelty message 
towels. Remind him who’s 
in charge!

$pecial Order Pricing!

Bachelorette 
Weenie Veil
A fun party veil with weenies 
that light up and multi 
colored comdoms decor! 
Sure to cause laughter at 
any late night bachelorette 
party.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Bridal Weener Streamer
Decorate the wedding couple’s car with this and watch 
heads turn or decorate for your bachelorette party!

$pecial Order Pricing!

Candy Coated 
Chocolates
Candy coated chocolates with 
Booby and Penis images.

$pecial Order Pricing!

NEW!
Naughty Stirrers
Some like the drink shaken... but if they want it stirred, you 
can entertain them with this cocktail stirrer that will keep 
them talking!

$pecial Order Pricing!

Naughty Straws
These naughty straws are reusable 
and are adorned with penis’s. They 
will be the hit of almost any function.

$pecial Order Pricing!

NEW!

NEW!

Bridal Bustier w/ Thong
Perfect for your wedding night.

$pecial Order Pricing!

AVAILABLE IN:

#BBWTM (Med), #BBWTL (Large), 

#BBWTXL (XL)

NEW!

Love Cuffs
Completely adjustable love cuffs to keep it soft and easy 
with just a little kinky!

#LPLC, Light Pink $18
#HPLC, Hot Pink $18

PARTY GALS

WWW.PARTYGALS.COM
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NEW!

Drink Toppers
Male or Female.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Weenie Martini
Sipping martinis has never 
been so provocative! Sure 
to be a hit at parties, these 
plastic martini “glasses” 
light up the shaft and base 
so no one will miss you 
drinking from his member!

$pecial Order Pricing!
Pecker Party Platter
Finally, a pecker big enough to 
serve an entire party! Liven up any 
gathering with the pecker party 
platter. Sure to be a hit will all your 
Party Gals’ guests. Sturdy plastic 
design is large enough to hold 
a multitude of your favorite party 
snacks.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Peter Pilsner 
Glass
Bottoms up! Next time you’re 
in the mood for a tasty “long 
one,” put your lips on one 
of these 8 inch peter pilsner 
glasses… in purple or clear, 
with a lighted bottom, and 
several delightful inches of 
fun hiding inside!

$pecial Order Pricing!Penis Straws
Drinking your favorite 
beverage has never been 
so naughty! Set of 10.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Weenie Shot Glass
These penis shot glasses light up 
for the ultimate party cordial!

$pecial Order Pricing!

Ice Shot Glasses
These shot glasses are a party must 
have. Just freeze them and drink 
them. Best part is NO dishes!

$pecial Order Pricing!

Sexy Ice Cubes
Refreeze these cuties over 
and over again.

$pecial Order Pricing!

Male/Female 
Ice Trays
Party-goers will love sucking 
on these ice cubes.

$pecial Order Pricing!

NEW!

1-800-621-4841
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Sensual Romance

Massage Tea Lights
Based on our Miracle Massage Candles, these refill 
sizes come in the same exotic scents (Apricot #TLA, 
Buttercream #TLBC, Dreamsicle #TLD, Grapefruit 
#TLG, Lavender #TLL, and Pomegranate & Ginger 
#TLPG). Each tea light is good for one full massage.

$6.00 each

Spa Massage Candle
Part of our unique SPA SELECT line of upscale products, 
this new Miracle Massage Candle produces a pleasing 
aroma with exotic oils for an enhanced massage with 
therapeutic pleasure. Apply the natural soy and hemp 
moisturizing oils directly to your skin for a rejuvenating 
experience. Available in 7 aromatic scents that not only 
smell great but are designed to make you feel great too!

a SPACAP Apricot

b SPACEP Eucalyptus

c SPACGP Grapefruit

d SPACLP Lavender

e SPACPGP Pomegranate Ginger

f SPACDP Dreamsicle

g SPACBCP Butter Cream

Sensational Scents
Apricot
Warm your senses and remind you of a 
comforting place!

Eucalyptus
The scent of fresh cut Eucalyptus leaves. This 
scent gives relief from colds and allergies. 
Aromatherapy benefits: Purifying, invigorating, 
and cooling.

Grapefruit
A great refreshing summer scent. Aromatherapy 
benefits: Balancing, refreshing, and cheering.

Lavender
The scent of Lavender is said to be stress 
reducing. A wonderful scent for all year. 
Aromatherapy benefits: Balancing, soothing, 
gently clarifying, and normalizing.

Pomegranate Ginger
Perfect addition to complete Spa Selects 
Pomegranate & Ginger Spa Line.

Dreamsicle
A favorite for any age, orange citrus and vanilla 
ice cream creates a very refreshing and a great 
scent for those hot summer days.

Butter Cream
A yummy, buttery, creamy vanilla scent. This is 
another of those soft pleasing scents without any 
floral, or fruit notes. Just soft and relaxing. A 
good scent for all year round.

Only

 $22.00
each

Our Assorted Bundle includes 6 of our 
best-selling scents plus a FREE beautiful glass 
heart tealight holder (see photo, above left).

#ATL  $22

PARTY GALS

WWW.PARTYGALS.COM

Become a Romance Specialist!
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Pamper Yourself
Love Mittens
Larg er-size massage mitten with long er, even more 
sen su ous “ticklers” for the ul ti mate in sen su ous sexy 
massage. Double sided mitten for a variety of sensations. 
Use with any kind of soap, lotion or powder.  Comes in 
green, blue or pink!

#MITS (Deluxe) $17.50
#MITR (Regular) $10.50

Silky Smooth Foot Creme
This sensory modifier provides a soft velvety feel to 
the feet that lasts all day. Your feet will feel smooth 
as silk especially after the Sand Scrub! 4oz.

#HFSS .$12.50

Silky Smooth Sand Scrub
As invigorating as a day spent walking 
barefoot along Laguna Beach. Your feet 
will be scrubbed to a smooth glow that 
will last for days. Follow with Silky Smooth 
Foot Crème! 4oz.

#HFEL  $12.50

Silky Soft Massage Oil
Silky Soft Massage Oil is an awesome, 
smooth-as-silk experience with real silk 
extracts in it! It can also be used as a 
makeup remover or hair smoother. 

#S4, Massage Oil (4 oz) $15

Buy Both

& Save!

$20 Set
#HFS

GREAT
COMBO!

1-800-621-4841
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Sensual Romance

Hot Heart Massager
This amazing massager will heat up to 129º    with a simple squeeze.  
Put it in the palm of your hand and use it to give the hottest massage 
ever! Once your done, boil it in a pot of water to reactivate!

#HM $14

Happy Heart
Relax and feel the tension disappear. This hand held massager 
is great for massaging the entire body and it heats up without 
batteries, just holding the Happy Heart and moving it in circular 
motions  creates a soothing relaxing feeling. Assorted colors.

#HH $18

NEW! Pink Blindfolds
Tantalize yourself with mystery and anticipation as 
you enjoy playtime with a very trusting partner.

#LPB, Light Pink $10
#HPB, Hot Pink $10

NEW!

Just in Case
The pretty little compact doubles as a 
carrying case for spare condoms!

#JIC $22

Romantic Couples 
Coupon Book
These coupons are ideal for 
sending a message to your 
sweetheart for new and old 
ideas to spark things up!

#HK $7

UPDATED!

Bed of Roses Kit
An expression of love... This romantic escape for two includes 
over two hundred scented silk rose petals, rose scented bubble 
bath (2oz.), edible gourmet chocolate massage oil (2oz.), a 
back massager, four tea lights, a special invitation card, and all 
packaged in a black satin carrying bag!

#SPABOR $50

PARTY GALS

WWW.PARTYGALS.COM

Become a Romance Specialist!
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Games PeoplePlay

Beer Card Game
Hilarious game where you 
assign drinks, steal from each 
other, have blackouts and even 
an occasional drunken hook-up.

#BCG $10

X-Rated Trivia
Only those prepared to indulge 
in gambling, stealing and even 
the odd bit of body snatching 
have a chance. 

#XRT $14

Quickies
When your hot and time is 
short! Nine passionate frolics 
with unpredictable fun. Includes 
nine sexual activity cards with 
instructions.

#Q $5

Go Get Screwed
This fun adult card game 
is played like “Go Fish.” 
Personalize it by using the 
6 blank cards to make your 
own 2 sets of whatever you 
want! You be the artist! 
Great for parties.

#GGS $16

Tempt & Tease
Sweet and sexy couple’s card 
game that rewards you both as a 
couple and as individuals. Be the 
first to reach “69” points to get a 
reward card that adds a fun and 
hot experience to your lovemaking. 
Quick and easy to learn and play.

#TTCG $13

NEW!

52 Weeks of Naughty Nights
Each week pick a card. It will be your adventurous 
pleasure to follow the instructions. Get wild and enjoy!

#52NN $14

52 Weeks of Romance
Each week pick a new romantic adventure 
to enjoy your partner in a new way!

#52R $14

1-800-621-4841
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Bedtime Stories
★

★

★

★

Tickle His Pickle Book
Your hands on guide to pleasing! Over 
50 sizzling techniques to master oral 
and hand love making.

#THP $17

Sexual Positions Book
Modern, new positions as well as 
ancient, old-time favorites!

#SSP $20

Toygasms Book
This is an insider’s guide 
to sex toys and techniques. 
Toygasms tastefully illustrates 
and showcases toys and their 
uses. It will entice the shy and 
arouse the adventurous.

# TG $17

Erotic Massage
Great techniques for all kinds of 
massages. Your lover will thank you!

# EM $20

Complete Manual
This book is full of great ideas as well as basic 
knowledge of positions, G-Spot, male and female 
orgasms, even a reflexology chart for the feet.

# CG $22

Ride ‘Em Cowgirl!
A couple’s guide to sexual empowerment!  Dr. Sadie Allison comes 
through again with another great book to spice up your love life. 
Over 100 tasteful illustrations and dozens of point-n-play positions 
for you and your loved one to look at and try.  Read it together... 
then race to bed! 

# REC $17

PARTY GALS
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Spa Elegance
Rest, Relax, Restore...

1-800-PARTYGALS

Silky Soft 
Body & Massage Oil
Spa Select introduces our exclusive 
Pheromone Body oil, featuring Pomegranate 
& Ginger scent with pheromones which are 
proven to attract the opposite sex. Silky Soft 
Pheromone Body Oil helps the skin retain its 
moisture. Great for massages too!

SPAPOPP $17

Silky Shave Cream
No more nicks and cuts!!  Spa Select presents a 
soap-free formula that delivers a silky smooth shave 
with lasting comfort. Featuring our Pomegranate 
& Ginger scent, this hydro-active cream provides 
supreme protection against reducing the risk of 
nicks, cuts and that irritating razor burn by softening 
unwanted hair for effortless razor glide. Can also be 
used as a hair conditioner!

SPASP $20

Leg Fusion Gel
After hours on your feet you 
need instant relief for tired, 
end-of-the-day legs. A virtual leg 
massage in a bottle, smooth it 
over legs to increase circulation. 
Leg Fusion even helps to diminish 
the appearance of cellulite. 
Containing the oils of Menthol and 
Camphor along with the fragrant 
extract of Juniper, Fennel and 
Lavender, this revitalizing formula 
will leave your skin silky smooth, 
moisturized and... Invigorated!

SPALFP $15

Body Mist
Spa Select introduces our 
exclusive Pomegranate and 
Ginger scented body mist that 
envelops you all over after 
bathing creating a soft, delicious 
scent. The soft fragrance 
lingers throughout the day with 
pheromones which are proven 
to attract the opposite sex. 
Refrigerate in summer for an 
especially refreshing coolness 
any time of day!

SPABMP $15

1-800-621-4841

PARTY GALS Host Your Own Party Today!
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Body Mask
Featuring Pomegranate & Ginger, the aroma will remind you of an 
expensive visit to the spa. Girly Gal Body Mask recreates that visit 
with our regenerating blend of vitamins A, E and D with mineral 
enriched algae designed to restore your skin to a healthier and 
younger looking glow!

SPABMKP $17

Body Butter
Featuring Pomegranate & Ginger, the smell will take you away! This 
ultra rich moisturizer with vitamin E, illipe & cocoa butter helps to 
soothe rough and dry chapped skin. The intense hydrating formula 
quickly absorbs into the skin and helps to seal moisture in. Spa Select 
Body Butter leaves skin feeling silky and soft. Great for the rough spots 
on your feet and elbows!

SPABBP $17

Sugar Scrub
Featuring Pomegranate & Ginger, You will lose yourself in our aromatic 
Sugar Scrub with vitamin E & shea butter. Let Spa Select wake up 
your skin and your senses! Fragrant Scrub alleviates dullness by gently 
polishing your skin to a younger, healthier, look with natural sugar while 
the shea butter softens and moisturizes. Vitamin E is added to condition 
and vitamin C to tighten.

SPASSP $17

Body Lotion
Spa Select introduces a new 
body lotion experience. Featuring 
Pomegranate & Ginger, this 
scent is like a snack without the 
calories! Our lotion is enriched 
with vitamin E and aloe as well 
as vitamin A to maintain healthy, 
smooth and supple skin. Go 
ahead, spread it on!

SPABLP $18.50

Bath & Shower Gel
Featuring Pomegranate and 
Ginger, the scent alone will make 
you feel clean.Unlike soap, this 
refreshing formula leaves no 
residue or tacky film.  This superb 
blend of gentle cleansers removes 
dirt and excess body oil. Leaves 
skin feeling clean and smelling 
great!

SPABGP $18.50

Spa Sparkle
This pomegranate tasting sparkling dust is perfect for adding that beautiful 
shimmer you desire for any occasion. Just dust on a little or a lot for just the right 
amount of sparkle.

SPASDP $22

PARTY GALS
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Seductive Lingerie...

Black 
Chemise with 
G-String
AVAILABLE IN:

#BCWGM, Med

#BCWGL, Large

#BCWG2X, 2X

#BCWG3X, 3X

Hot Pink 
Baby 

Doll with 
G-String
AVAILABLE IN:

#HPBDM, Med

#HPBDL, Large

#HPBD2X, 2X

#HPBD3X, 3X

Bridal 
Bralette 
with Panty
AVAILABLE IN:

#BWBPM, Med

#BWBPL, Large

#BWBPXL, XL

Sapphire 
Chemise 

with 
G-String
AVAILABLE IN:

#SCWGM, Med

# SCWGL, Large

# SCWGXL, XL

Unless otherwise noted, all lingerie are

 $pecial Order Pricing!

Leopard 
Camisole 
with 
Thong
AVAILABLE IN:

#CWTM, Med

#CWTL, Large

#CWTXL, XL

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
NEW!

NEW!

Black 
Bralette 

with Boy 
Shorts

AVAILABLE IN:

#BBSBRS, Small

#BBSBRM, Med

#BBSBRL, Large

#BBSBRXL, XL

PLUS
SIZES!

PLUS
SIZES!

1-800-621-4841

PARTY GALS Host Your Own Party Today!
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and you’ll get:

Host Your Own
  PARTY GALS Party!

make an investment in
  YOUR FUTURE!

Party GalsBecome a

Distributor!

Ask your local 
Party Gals Romance 

Specialist about getting 
you started on your new 

career, or visit 
www.partygals.com 
to locate a Distributor near you.

Free Prizes ɶ
10% Free Merchandise ɶ
Exclusive Travel Vacations ɶ
Valuable Sex Education ɶ
More Friends! ɶ

Party Gals is a proven company of women helping 
women make a difference in their life. We offer 
a career opportunity for financial independence 
and provide you with a specifically designed 
turn-key business. Our program will help you 
build your consulting skills and clientele through 
powerful training and support. We look forward 
to answering any questions you may have about 
this exciting opportunity.

Get Paid
to Party!

Part-timeHoursFull-timePAY!

Become a sexy romance specialist!


